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         ELAM Committee members and contacts

CHIEF OBSERVER

ROB CONNOLLY


chief.observer@elam.org.uk


ASSOCIATE COORD

MAREK WILUSZYNSKI


marek.wiluszynski@elam.org.uk


COMMITTEE 

MEMBER


PAUL GILLETT


PROGRESSION EDITORS

 SARA PAULEY & JO NAYLOR


progression@elam.org.uk


TREASURER 

MIKE COGGINS


treasurer@elam.org.uk


CHAIRMAN 

GARY ALLWORTHY


chair@elam.org.uk 


SOCIAL RIDES

NIGEL SERVINI 


ride-
coordinator@elam.org.uk


POSITION TO 
BE FILLED


Events 
Coordinator

POSITION TO 
BE FILLED


 Membership 
Secretary

SECRETARY          
JACQUI BARNARD 


secretary@elam.org.uk 

SUPER SUNDAY  COORD 
CHRIS COTTER         

super.sunday@elam.org.uk

WEB MASTER

ARTHUR YARWOOD


webmaster@elam.org.uk

mailto:super.sunday@elam.org.uk
mailto:super.sunday@elam.org.uk
mailto:ride-coordinator@elam.org.uk?subject=
mailto:marek.wiluszynski@elam.org.uk?subject=
mailto:chair@elam.org.uk
mailto:webmaster@elam.org.uk
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 EDITORS Welcome   Jo Naylor and Sara Pauley

You can easily email your 
pictures and articles to: 

progression@elam.org.uk

PLEASE SEND IN ARTICLES AND PICTURES via email address above. 

Progression belongs to you!   It represents who we are as motorcyclists, what 
we enjoy, our challenges and our friendships.  So please share your fun, 
adventures and experiences - those that went well or not.  We’re interested in 
your personal motorbiking journey, we like to read about who you are.   
Advertise your organised two-wheeled trips too!                                                                                                                

ARTICLES INSIDE:   

Brands Hatch Day     Arthur Yarwood 

Biketrac GPS Tracker review George Stoufis 

Machine Control Day with Essex FireBike Mary Yarwood 

A preview of the new ELAM website & forum Arthur Yarwood


We’ve had a busy start to the biking summer, rides seem to have been organised for the 
majority of weekends so there’s been no better time to be a member of ELAM with so much 
going on, the great weather we’ve had and the prospect of Folembray to come. This is a slim 
newsletter, but we’ll let you off as you’ve probably been out on the bike and not had time to run 
off an article for Progression, however…. there will be lots to write about by October, please 
lets have your biking stories with photos for the next edition.  

As always a big welcome for our new associates, and for those who've been with us a few 
months now, how about a bit of a write up about yourself and how you’ve found the ELAM 
experience, we’d love your feedback.                                                                              

mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
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These are the stats that flashed up recently on an ITV London 
news report, which makes for a particularly depressing read. 
I’m not one for statistics, but recently, and more worryingly, 
bikes are being taken by ‘aggravated assault’ meaning the 
riders are being threatened whilst on the bike at traffic lights 
etc with weapons or even a fire extinguisher sprayed at them 
to disorientate, then taking the bike. Trackers remain an 
excellent means of getting your bike back if taken, featuring more and more 
sophisticated 
methods of 
finding your 
lost bike. 

Stay safe, be 
alert and use 
the best 
security you 
can.

On a brighter 
note, Super 
Sundays (and 
Saturday!) are 
now back in full 
swing, details of the next one will be advertised in all the usual places (along with all 
upcoming social events), so please keep an eye on the forum and Facebook so you 
don’t miss out. 

Finally I’d just like to reiterate that if you have any ideas or suggestions, we’d love to 
hear them. If there’s something you want from the club, we’ll see if we can provide it. 
Easy eh? Likewise if you have any concerns regarding club matters I’d like to hear 
them too, we can’t improve if we don’t know there’s a problem. I can be contacted on 
chair@elam.org.uk the rest of the committee details are on the forum or in this issue of 
Progression. 

That’s all from me this time, see you in Folembray!                                  Gary.  

GARY’S GOSSIP 
FROM THE CHAIR  

mailto:chair@elam.org.uk
mailto:chair@elam.org.uk
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Gary Allworthy
Observer

Jacqui Barnard
Observer

Phil Barnard
National Observer

Rick Brown
National Observer

Antony Carr
Observer

Chris Cotter
Observer

Mike Coggins
Observer

Rob Connolly
National & Chief 

Observer

Jimmy Everett
National Observer
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Anthony Fitzgerald
Observer

Paul Gardner
National Observer

Paul Gillett
National Observer

Gordon Hall
National Observer

John Saffer
National Observer

Steve Silcocks
National Observer

Marek Wiluszynski
National Observer

Keith Wells
National Observer

Sara Pauley
Observer
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NEWBIES AND OLDIES 


A BIG WELCOME TO 
ELAM

If new associates (or anyone in ELAM) would like to tell us more about 
themselves then contact us at: progression@elam.org.uk

NEW ASSOCIATES 


Ryszard Kaleta

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR NEW FULL MEMBERS  

Martin Lumsden Neil Jordan 

NEW NATIONAL OBSERVER 

Jimmy Everett

Sergay Fokin 

Cosimo Todaro 

Steven Page 

Mehrdad Alimohammad 

Dashima Dambieva 

Robert Bauco	  

Jason Sedgewick Ross King George Stoufis 

Eric Clapton 

mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
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Super Sundays have developed to have the 
occasional Super Saturday!  

These are running monthly. Attendance has been brilliant, and 
feedback for both the Full Members rides and All Abilities has 
been really positive. This initiative will give ALL members but 

especially Associates the opportunity to practice & improve on 
their skills. 

 
As usual we will run a Full Members type ride AND an All 

Abilities style ride both departing from the same point (probably 
a McDonalds) on the same day going off to different 

destinations depending on the requirements of the people who 
turn up on the day. 


All this will be in addition to our existing rides that people are 
still encouraged to run throughout the year and this is to be 

seen as just a regular ELAM monthly bike meet. 
 

Details to each event will be posted on the forum and emailed 
out to all, a week before each event. So keep an eye out and 

we look forward to meeting you there.


If you’d like to offer to lead a ride, please contact the ride 
coordinator Chris Cotter on: super.sundays@elam.org.uk


mailto:super.sundays@elam.org.uk
mailto:super.sundays@elam.org.uk
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Brands Hatch Day

Arthur Yarwood

Last August I attended a Kent Fire Bike Skills day at Brands Hatch. Ever since 
then I’ve been itching to get back onto the track. Once you’ve been on track, the 
bug bites and you just want your next fix. My next hit came in the form of a road 
bike only day again at Brands Hatch Indy circuit this June. The Indy version of 
the circuit skips the top part by Hawthorn, Dingle Dell and Stirling, leaving a tight 
1.2 mile circuit.


The day was split into four groups of ability; 
novice, novice-intermediate, intermediate and 
advanced. Each group taking it in turn on the 
track, 20 minute sessions in the morning, 15 
minutes in the afternoon. However before 
getting on the track some formalities needed 
to be attended to; registration, a briefing 
session and of course the dreaded noise test.
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I attended the day with Paul Carter on his Ducati 
and his son on an MV, both putting my little Fazer 
600 to shame. We grabbed a garage together, only 
a handful were reserved, and took in the friendly 
atmosphere of camaraderie throughout and we 
soon teamed up with others.


On the first session in the novice group we started 
slowly, following the instructors for a couple of 
sighting laps to familiarise the track and warm 
tyres up. Not something to dismiss, as in the 
second session we had a red flag incident as 
someone lost it on Paddock Hill Bend one lap in, 
though thankfully she walked away uninjured. 


Each session I practiced my lines, aiming for the apex cones, slowly trying to gain 
more confidence and better cornering skills, working on the principle of honing skills 
at around 75% of my limit, then slowly building back speed. Not an easy mantra to 
stick to when on super smooth tarmac with no speed limits. I booked a tuition with 
one of the resident instructors who first led on some good lines, then followed me to 
later provide feedback on how to improve. Really useful and provided me things to 
work on through the afternoon.
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Some may think it was foolhardy taking my little (-ish) Fazer 600 I commute into 
London on everyday, out on the track, but it is probably a far safer place to practise. 
The traffic is all one way, there are no pot holes, junctions, pedestrians and plenty of 
people holding flags should there any debris or oil appear. The only speed limit is 
your own skill, stick to that and all should be good. I was by no means the quickest 
and no matter how far over I thought I leaned, I looked awfully upright in every photo! 
Many others were both more experienced and on bigger bikes, but that didn’t 
detract from the fun and opportunity to improve my riding. There is still plenty to 
enjoy working a smaller bike, it can be more involving and let you focus on carrying 
speed through the bends.


My advice as a track day newbie for those who fancy booking a day, is just do it! 


But from a practical point of view I suggest you:


•	 Definitely take it easy on first couple of laps 	
	 until your tyres warm up.


•	 Ignore those going faster than you, ride your 	
	 own ride.


•	 Start steady, fine tune your lines, then later 	
	 push harder.


•	 Drink plenty throughout the day, it’s easy to get 
	 dehydrated and for concentration to suffer.


•	 Take some sarnies and snacks to nibble on. 

	 Food is available to buy, but is a bit pricey and 
	 you don’t want a pile of stodge when hunched 
	 over on a bike.


	 	 	 	 Have fun!


So, what are you waiting for? Get on eBay, blag a cheap one-piece leather suit 
and hit the track. 
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East London Advanced Motorcyclists – Membership Secretary Job Description 

 

Overview 

Currently the membership information is stored and managed using a Microsoft Access 
database. The membership secretary will need to be comfortable using and operating our 
database on a Windows PC and producing Microsoft Word documents from existing 
templates. 

Routine tasks involve but are not limited to 
x Adding new and updating existing members. 
x Running renewal queries to produce monthly renewal mail outs. 
x Produce a monthly report on membership figures for the committee. 
x Advise prospective Associates on course availability and schedules. 
x Update IAM DTE database when members join or lapse. 
x Update the MailChimp system with email addresses. 
x Update the SMS system with mobile phone numbers. 
x Update the Forum bulletin board to allow new members access and delete lapsed 

members. 
x Send out final reminders to members before lapsing and deleting them. 
x Produce membership lists as requested using the Access database. 
x Banking cheques from members who do not renew by PayPal. 
x Liaise with Group Secretary to ensure AGM information is issued electronically, or 

issued in hard copy to those members without email addresses. 
x Advise Chief Observer of new members, including contact details and course 

allocation. 
x Advise Course Managers of attendees for the forthcoming courses. 
x Chase up Associates who have purchased a course but have not replied to initial 

ELAM contact. 
x Compile course registers with Associate’s contact details for course managers. 
x Issue course information before each course, confirming receipt by Associates. 
x Liase with EuroTrax to circulate Folembray event information to ELAM members. 
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Day with Essex FireBike Machine Control 

Mary Yarwood 


A rare thing happened last Sunday. Arthur and I were able to get a babysitter 
so we could actually go to something together. Thanks to a very good friend 
who was able to take our darling offspring at the ungodly hour of 6:40am, 
we were able to attend the Essex FireBike Advanced Machine Skills Course. 
If you haven't done this course, it is well worth doing. 


Once we had despatched the children we were ready for the off. At 6:45am 
prompt we rode over to Finchingfield to the allocated meeting point. Riding 
this early in the morning into the Essex countryside is a real joy. The sun was 
just warming up the dew-soaked fields, it was cool enough to be 
comfortable in full motorcycle gear. The roads were also really quiet and it 
was a fun, twisty ride through Ongar, Fyfield and the other chocolate box 
villages that are dotted along this popular route. 


When we arrived at Finchingfield, the village was empty of other bikes apart 
from a couple coming to the machine skills day. Amazingly, we were early for 
a change! As other course participants turned up, we scrabbled around 
looking for duct tape to fashion a name label for our jackets, wishing the 
café was open for some much needed coffee. Andy, the FireBike coordinator 
and Mel, Mart and Ben from Hopp Rider Training met the group and 
escorted us over to RAF Wetherfield, where the course was to take place.
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The main purpose of the course is to reduce road accidents through 
improving a rider's ability to brake safely, control their machine at slow 
speeds, use counter-steering effectively, as well as being able to swerve 
obstacles in an emergency. The session started with a question- how many 
of us practice emergency stopping procedures, U-turns and slow speed 
manoeuvres. Everybody answered negatively- not a good start! After a brief 
explanation of what the day would entail, we hopped on our bikes and rode 
across to the airfield to begin the days training.


For the whole of the morning we did not touch our front brakes. We 
practiced U-turns, riding in a figure of eight, whilst aiming to get full lock. We 
then had various counter-steering exercises which got us to practice slaloms 
of varying difficulty and swerving obstacles using counter-steering. All 
through the exercises the instructors were positive, giving everyone 
individual feedback. We also practiced locking up our back wheel- in order 
to get used to how it feels. 


After a quick lunch break we were then using our front brakes. For those 
who cover their front brakes, the reason it is a bad idea was made 
abundantly clear. To show how the front brake feels locking up, we did an 
exercise where we disengaged the engine, whilst rolling on the throttle and 
grabbing the front brake at the same time. This allowed us to feel how a 
front brake feels like locking up. Finally, we spent the last part of the 
afternoon practising emergency stops- progressive braking, using the front 
brake only. This last exercise was really useful, as it provided the opportunity 
to practice smooth, efficient braking. 


Overall, it was a really worthwhile day 
and I would recommend it to anyone 
who rides a motorbike. Places are 
limited to 12 riders per course, so it 
pays to get in touch with Andy 
Stroulger well in advance to attend. 


He can be contacted on 
andy.stroulger@essex-fire.gov.uk.
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I’m pretty sure I’m a minority when it comes to my knowledge of bike GPS 
trackers, but until last year, when I bought my MT07, I was unaware of this new 
and amazing security system.

 

Following the advice of the dealership I opted out of installing a classic security 
alarm and decided to put my trust on a combination of a GPS Tracker (Biketrac) 
and a good alarmed disc-lock (to provide the same alarm sounding effect)..

 

My experience so far has been very positive, so I’ll try and summarise it across 
some main categories:


Functionality of the device: 

 The device itself is a small black box and has been positioned somewhere on 
the bike. I have not been told the location as it’s to remain secret for obvious 
reasons. With an internal battery able to last up to 30 days, without receiving 
power from the main battery, it survived a dead main battery for 4 days and kept 
reporting despite low voltage. The main operational purpose is off course to 
notify on unauthorised move, which is described as every more without the 
ignition being on, and it does that perfectly. Being an inquisitive soul I do like to 
test it occasionally by moving the bike or shaking it rapidly and I always get 
called to confirm all is ok. This is achieved by a combination of GPS signal, 
GPRS mobile signal and RFID for close proximity identification of location. 
Obvious drawbacks include garages and heavily reinforced vans which calls for a 
combination of this and hard protection such as chains etc.

 

Additional functionality includes the tracking of all routes and the “biker down” 
alert, which messages designated contacts with your location when the bike is 
with ignition on and leaning for more than 60 degrees for a period of 45 seconds 
(i.e. you are down and no one is around to help).

 


 

Product review - Biketrac GPS Tracker  
George Stoufis
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Cost: 

The cost is £299 for the device, followed by a £99 annual, all inclusive, 
subscription.


Support/People: 

The team is exceptional in getting back to you, and especially Andrew and Bill, 
the two owners, go above and beyond to make sure the service is personal and 
user friendly. I have met them both at the Excel show a few months back and 
have spoken to them on the phone a couple of times.


Benefits: 
 

Besides the obvious benefit of knowing where your bike is at all times, it’s also a 
good insurance discount. I also find the added benefit of my missus knowing 
where I’m when out riding a very important one. Not for those who want to hide 
something!

 

Ease of use: 
 

The website is pretty straight forward and enables the user to see where their 
devices are and also view the routes they have taken. There is also a mobile app 
that allows for a location mapping and some basic functionality as to contact the 
monitoring center and the police.

 

Overall, I have to say I’m pretty happy with the device and fortunate enough not 
having to test its effectiveness yet. However,  In preparation of putting this quick 
opinion article together I reached out to Biketrac and confirmed the latest figures 
(valid as of 25/06/2017) on their recovery rates. Out of 700+ customer bikes 
stolen since 2012, they have achieved a 90% recovery rate with a value of over 
£6m. This doesn’t include secondary bikes recovered as a consequence, which 
is estimated at around 100. Only slight point of concern is that recovery is still 
depended on the police force, which as we all know, is very thinly stretched. The 
Biketrac team is working towards establishing some alternative methods but 
access to private properties will always require police intervention.
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Arthur Yarwood, webmaster  

Earlier in the year I was lumbered honoured with the 
role as new ELAM webmaster. This entailed keeping 
the website and forum running all tickety-boo, but 
also encompassed plans to renovate the website 
with something new and funky. I’m a software 
engineer by trade, starting out at Sony doing 
Playstation games, but these days I’m leading a 
team working on logistical solutions for big 
Pharmaceutical firms R&D doing drug discovery with 
expensive robotic gear. However, I’ve been tinkering 
with website development since the mid ‘90s when I 
hit the net (and CompuServe!) with my first dial-up 
modem. Things have changed a bit since then, we 
no longer pay for internet usage by the minute, 
dancing hamsters have had their day and Apple now 
also make phones which everyone wants the 
internet on. 


Websites are now super fancy affairs which need 
oodles of crisp photos and dynamic content to stand 
out, backed up with a plethora of social media 
gubbins to keep visitors engaged. I’ve certainly got 
my work cut out revamping our ageing ELAM 
website…


The new ELAM website & forum

2001

2005

2010
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ELAM Calendar  
The first target in my sights for a revamp was the ELAM calendar. Previously, 
this was built into the vBulletin forum software. Although functional, it was 
limited and not easy to access on a phone or sync with one’s own personal 
calendars. Google Calendar was an obvious drop in replacement: simple to 
embed into a webpage to provide a like-for-like web view; but also simple for 
ELAM members to sync up to their own Google accounts, calendar apps, 
phones, tablets etc. The trickiest part of this revamp was writing some custom 
code to yank all the old calendar entries out of the forum database into a CSV 
file to import into a Google calendar. 


The new calendar is split into three; general, associates and observer & 
committee; so each members can selectively display only stuff pertinent to 
them. Events in the new calendar now also feature times and locations, so 
Google can suggest directions and ‘time to leave’ reminders. To use these 
funky features, click the little [+] button on the bottom right of the calendar 
webpage (http://elam.org.uk/calendar/) to display the ELAM calendars in your 
own Google calendar. From there you can display them on your phone or other 
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ELAM Website 

Still under wraps, but well under way is my next target - a refresh of the public 
facing ELAM website. ELAM’s first website appeared online around 2001, a 
simple affair with hardly any photos. Around 2005 the first site update 
happened, an interesting green stripy background appeared, photos spiced 
things up and a calendar kept everyone organised (using Perl no less, for geeky 
programmers of you!) 2010 saw 
the current iteration of the ELAM 
website, the white on black style 
we’ve come to love (or hate), 
some slicker photos and the 
forum to keep us in touch. 2010 
also saw a move to the 
Wordpress content management 
system (CMS) that is great at 
separating out content from 
presentation and making updates 
to pages super easy. Crucially it 
allows for a change of 
presentation whilst retaining 
existing content, paving the way 
for the latest website revamp. For 
the new site, we wanted a bright 
and bold new look to grab 
prospective new members by 
highlighting all the exciting things 
the group gets up to and have to 
offer. Back in is a fresh white 
background, our new bold logo 
and many huge top quality 
photos. I’m using an off the shelf 
theme and customising it to our 
needs, no point reinventing the 
wheel, especially when it comes 
to fancy dynamic sites that resize nicely for phones and tablets. Check out this 
sneak preview of the new site to see how it’s shaping up so far. It’s still work in 
progress, but I hope you like the new direction. Watch this space for further 
updates and the grand relaunch!
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ELAM would be nothing without the contributions of its members and 
Associates.   

Arthur Yarwood    George Stoufis

     Enjoyed reading their articles? 

You can contribute: progression@elam.org.uk

CONTRIBUTORS

Thank you

Mary Yarwood

mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
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COMPANY OFFER NOTES

Ultimate Ear  
custom ear plugs

10% off Tell them you are a member of IAM / ELAM


http://www.ultimateear.com/
motorcyclist.php


Motorcycle Tyres, Romford 10% off Tell Paul you belong to ELAM 


www.motorcycletyresuk.com/


Eskeez  
the thermal base layer

10% off for 
IAM http:/www.eskeez.co.uk


Kingray Motorcycles 
Tyres, Servicing, MOT’s 
available


49 Morris Rd, London E15 
2BQ 

10% off for  
ELAM 
members

Malcolm Pauley 07454 556611


www.kingraymotorcycles.co.uk

Infinity Motorcycles 10% off At New Oxford and Portland Street branches


www.infinitymotorcycles.com/


Firstline Motorcycles Mention ELAM at Arnos Grove - Talk to Jane 
Kember


https://www.1stlinemotorcycles.co.uk


It pays to be a member of ELAM

Look at these great deals we get as ELAM members.
if you know of any that we have missed or ones out of 

date then get in touch and tell us

http://www.ultimateear.com/motorcyclist.php
http://www.motorcycletyresuk.com
http:/www.eskeez.co.uk
http://www.kingraymotorcycles.co.uk
http://www.infinitymotorcycles.com/
https://www.1stlinemotorcycles.co.uk
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COMPANY OFFER NOTES

10% off for 
ELAM 
members

www.bikingabroad.com


sales@bikingabroad.com


0118 352 074 (UK) 


+34 602 572 457 (Spain)


+44(0) 7894 862 467 (Mobile)

10% 
Discount for 
all ELAM 
Members

WWW.JANNERKERNOWMOTOR
CYCLETOURING.COM	  

We offer a personal, relaxed and carefully 
planned  approach to touring, giving you time to 
take in the beauty of the area as we  lead you to 
stunning destinations.  IAM and Ex D&C 
Constabulary guides

CALL MARK ON 0044 7767 644259 OR 
EMAIL US ON 

JANNERKERNOW@GMAIL.COM

JANNER	  
KERNOW	  

Motorcycle 
Touring 

Lunch La Hogue Farm

http://www.bikingabroad.com
mailto:sales@bikingabroad.com
http://WWW.JANNERKERNOWMOTORCYCLETOURING.COM
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Club nights starts 19.30 

Ilford Golf Club, IG1 3TR 

Entrance off Wanstead Park Road, 
through gates set back between 
houses.Use button on right side 
column to open gates, parking 
spaces around back of golf club.  

Come and meet other members, 
have fun and talk

Theory Nights - St. Francis Hall, 
Hawkwood Crescent, Chingford,  

E4 7UH  

Mandatory training for new associates. 
Starts at 19.30 

Snacks and drinks available for a small 
contribution.

Machine Control Day - Northern 
Showground, North Weald 

Aerodrome, North Weald, Epping, 
CM16 6HR

Essential machine control 
techniques for new associates and 

members who need a refresh.

Starts at 9.00

Donations to ELAM invited to defray 
the cost of hiring the venue and 

providing refreshments.

VENUES
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For all Associates who are advised that they are “ready for test” by their 
allocated Observer, you should contact the following National and Senior 
Observers to arrange a Check Test.


THE VIEW 
FROM THE 

BACK 

Rick Brown

rick.brown@elam.org.uk

Rob Connolly


membership@elam.org.uk	  

Paul Gillett

paul.gillett@elam.org.uk

Phil Barnard

phil.barnard@elam.org.uk

Marek Wiluszynski

marek.wiluszynski@elam.org.uk

Paul Gardner

paul.gardner@elam.org.uk

POST TEST ARRANGEMENTS

ELAM 
Through its affiliation to the Institute of Advanced Motorists, ELAM is able to 
offer a quick, simple, all inclusive package that provides you with everything to 
become an advanced motorcyclist.


We like to think that ELAM is different. That's why we all belong to it and why 
we're so enthusiastic about it. We don't mind what bike you ride, our motto is:


"it's not what you ride, it's the way you ride it that matters". 

mailto:rick.brown@elam.org.uk?subject=
mailto:membership@elam.org.uk
mailto:paul.gillett@elam.org.uk
mailto:phil.barnard@elam.org.uk?subject=
mailto:Marek.Wiluszynski@elam.org.uk
mailto:paul.gardner@elam.org.uk?subject=

